Carport 12'x20' PE
Please read instructions COMPLETELY before assembly. This party MUST be
securely anchored.
THIS IS A TEMPORARY STRUCTURE AND NOT RECOMMENDED AS A PERMANENT
STRUCTURE

Warning!
1. Prior to installation, consult with all local municipal codes regarding installation of
temporary shelters. The owner of the tent has the sole responsibility to make sure
that these local rules are followed and that the mounting is correct.
2. We are not responsible for damage to the unit or the contents from acts of
nature.
3. It is always recommended that you secure your tent properly with storm straps
and ground pegs when you put up the structure. Proper Anchoring system
selection is your responsibility. Heavy duty Anchor are sold separately and are not
included in this products.
4. Periodically check the anchors to ensure stability of shelter.
5. In case of extreme weather conditions the tent cover must be removed.
6. Any shelter that is not anchored securely has the potential to fly away causing
damage. We are not responsible for any shelter that blows away.
7. This canopy is intended to protect against the effects of sun, rain, light snow,
etc. It is not designed to hold the loads that can accompany wind, rain, snow or ice
storms. This structure is not tested for specific snow, rain and wind loads.
8. Do not use open fire, welding equipment or other ignition sources in the tent.
9. We recommend you to insure the tent, or check if it is covered by home
contents insurance, in case of unplanned events, accidents or bad weather.
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CARE AND CLEANING:
A tight cover ensures longer life and performance. Always maintain a tight cover.
Loose fabric can accelerate deterioration of cover fabric. Immediately remove any
accumulated water, snow or ice from the roof structure with a broom, mop or other
soft-sided instrument. DO NOT use bleach or harsh abrasive products to clean the
fabric cover. Cover is easily cleaned with mild soap and water.

3 to 4 individual recommended for assembly, approximate time 2
hours
Choose a calm day to set up your tent.

Before putting up
Please use gloves when assembling the metal frame portion of this unit. The metal
components of this product have been treated with a rust preventive coating that
may feel oily to the touch. This coating is not dangerous, but may dirty your hands
during assembly. We recommend that you wipe metal parts clean with a mixture of
warm water and dish detergent prior to assembly. Should your hands become dirty,
simply wash with soap and water.
When unpacking the parts, keep away from children. Smaller parts could be
swallowed and suffocation can be caused by plastic bags! Choose a suitable
location for your pavilion.

Pay attention to the following points when choosing a location:
- the pavilion must stand on a flat, non-slip and safe place
- choose a sheltered location
- avoid damage to the material, please place the pavilion so that it
cannot rub or chafe on branches, parts of buildings etc.
- put up the pavilion at a safe distance to fireplaces and pay attention
to the direction of the wind
- leave your pavilion to dry in an erected position before packing it
away.

Part list:
Part No

Picture

Quantity

1.leg 1610mm

2

2. leg 1610mm

10

3.center arch
1280mm

6

4.corner arch
1240mm

12

2

5. bar 1204mm

6

6. diagonal bar
1524mm

2

7. pipe 1280mm

20

8. pipe 1220mm

5

9. Middle-base feet

8

10.Corer-base feet

4

11.Cover rail 1120mm

10

12.Screw-1

26

13.Screw-2

3

14.Screw-3

32

15.Wing Nuts

61

16.Bungee Ball

38

17.Peg 6x180mm

16

18.Peg 4x180mm

13

19.Metal buckle

20

20.Ratchet Clamp

4

21.Cover

1

22. 2-zipper door

2
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CARPORT ASSEMBLY
1. Assembly of arches
a) Take one arch (#3); assemble with one main corner arch (#4) on the left side.
b) Take the other corner arch (#4) on the right side.
c) Take one completed arch; put screw1.75‘’ (#12) through holes
on the right side and attach bar (#5) over screw and tighten wing nut (#15).
d) Repeat same procedures on the left side.

2. Repeat step 1 for the remaining arches.
3. Assembly of legs
a) Insert (#1) legs into an end arch one side at a time.
b) Insert (#2) legs to the second arch.
c) Add second arch to assembly connecting (#7) into #7) with screws 3” (#14) and
with wing nuts (#15). Fix diagonal bar (#6) with screw 2.5''(#12）to leg (#1) and
with screw 3''(#13) to leg(#2). See sketch at Frame Drawing. Note: pipe (#8)
should be placed at last section.
d) Repeat step b) and c) until the whole shelter is completed.
e) Asemmble middle-base feet（#9）and corner-base feet(#10) to leg (#2,#1) by
screws 1.75" (#14) and with wing nuts (#15).
4. Hang up the door panels to framework by bungee balls
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5. Cover installation (inside of the cover with the pipe pockets facing down.)
a) Pull cover over the frame, making sure to center cover on frame. There should
be an equal amount of over-hang at all four corners.
b) Slide cover rails (#11) through fabric pockets at each leg, and then strap cover
rails with metal buckles (#19) to eachpipe(#7) to tigh the cover onto the frame.
c) Insert the “S”- Hook on ratchet into hole on the corner-base feet(#10). Insert the
webbing into the spindle of the ratchet and pull tight. Wind the ratchet so that the
webbing overlaps itself. Tighten ratchets, alternating from one side to the other,
until the cover is tight.

7) Anchoring carport.
a)Place your carport in the final position you want then close the doors, front
and back before anchoring
b)Fix all base feet to ground with pegs(#17). Note:2 pegs for each corner- base
feet and 1 peg for each middle-base feet.
c)Fix the door panels and cover to the ground with pegs(#18) through the
grommets.
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All images used are for illustration purposes only and may not represent an
individual product

Note: PROPER ANCHORING OF THE FRAME IS THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONSUMER. Choose proper
anchor system FOR YOUR NEEDS。Heavy duty anchors,
such as storm straps and ground pegs, are sold separately
and are not included in this product.
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